Abstract. Typical CEGAR-based verification methods refine the abstract domain based on full counterexample traces. The finite state model checking algorithm IC3 introduced the concept of discovering, generalizing from, and thereby eliminating individual state counterexamples to induction (CTIs). This focus on individual states suggests a simpler abstraction-refinement scheme in which refinements are performed relative to single steps of the transition relation, thus reducing the expense of refinement and eliminating the need for full traces. Interestingly, this change in refinement focus leads to a natural spectrum of refinement options, including when to refine and which type of concrete single-step query to refine relative to. Experiments validate that CTI-focused abstraction refinement, or CTIGAR, is competitive with existing CEGARbased tools.
Introduction
IC3 [10, 9] constructs an inductive proof of an invariance property by reacting to individual states. These states, called counterexamples to induction (CTIs), arise as counterexample models to one-step consecution queries: a CTI is not yet known to be unreachable and has at least one successor that either is or can lead to an error state. In focusing on states and single steps of the transition relation, IC3 differs from the k-induction [23] and interpolation [35, 36] extensions of BMC [7] , which fundamentally rely on unrolling the transition relation. IC3's practical value is now widely appreciated.
This paper suggests a similar refocusing from sequences to single steps of the transition relation when performing predicate abstraction-refinement-based analysis of infinite state systems. The new method is referred to as CTIGAR, for counterexample to induction-guided abstraction-refinement, to contrast with CEGAR's focus on counterexample traces [18, 19] .
Injecting predicate abstraction into IC3 is straightforward: an abstract CTI is a conjunction of the predicates that are satisfied by the corresponding concrete CTI. This straightforward and inexpensive abstraction contrasts with previous adaptations of IC3 to infinite state analysis that put excessive effort into computing non-trivial underapproximations of preimages [16, 31] . Because IC3's inductive generalization procedure typically expands the (abstract) CTI cube well beyond a preimage, there is little point in making such an effort. In CEGAR, failure to concretize an abstract counterexample trace of arbitrary length is the trigger for domain refinement. In CTIGAR, there are two triggering situations for domain refinement, both over single-step queries: for lifting or for consecution. This focus on single-step queries rather than traces contrasts with a recent attempt at combining CEGAR with IC3 [17] .
Lifting [15] a full state to a partial assignment is an important generalization mechanism in state-of-the-art IC3 implementations. The partial assignment describes similar states that also step into the same target as the original full state. With a concrete CTI, the one-step lifting query must succeed [15] ; however, with an abstract CTI, it can fail. A failure is one possible point for refinement. Consecution relative to frame F i , which over-approximates the set of states reachable in at most i steps, for CTI s checks whether any s-state is reachable from an F i -state other than an s-state. It can happen that an abstract CTIŝ fails consecution while its corresponding concrete CTI s passes consecution. This situation is another possible point for refinement.
In both scenarios, one can eagerly address the failure or lazily ignore it and continue. Lazy operation allows the introduction of spurious transitions into the partially constructed traces. The corresponding CTIs are marked as having allowed such transitions and can be revisited later if necessary. Morever, in both cases, addressing a failure requires only looking at a one-step concrete query, not an arbitrarily long unwinding of the transition relation. When the underlying theory admits interpolation, an interpolant derived from the concrete query enriches the domain sufficiently so that the refined abstract CTI passes its query.
Overall, then, the characteristics of CTIGAR are as follows: 1. straightforward abstraction: an abstract CTI is derived from a concrete CTI by evaluating the available predicates over the (possibly partial) assignment of the concrete CTI; 2. intermediate refinement triggers: refinement is suggested either when lifting an abstract CTI fails or when consecution against an abstract CTI fails but against the corresponding concrete CTI succeeds;
3. lazy or eager modes: a suggested refinement can be addressed immediately (eager), ignored in hopes that the overall analysis succeeds or until the discovery of a counterexample trace (lazy), or delayed until an intermediate trigger, such as encountering a threshold number of suggested refinements; 4. simple refinement: refinement considers one step of the transition relation rather than an arbitrarily long unwinding; 5. explicit concrete states: the concrete CTIs that are derived from SMT models can be useful for some types of predicate synthesis; see Section 4.1. CTIGAR otherwise operates identically to finite state IC3, except that an SMT solver is used in place of a SAT solver, and atoms are predicates.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic concepts and IC3 are recalled. Section 3 presents CTIGAR; Section 4 evaluates CTIGAR empirically. Finally, Section 5 discusses CTIGAR in a broader context.
Preliminaries

Formulas and Transition Relations
The term formula refers to either a propositional logic formula or a formula in first-order logic.
Propositional Formulas. A propositional formula is defined as usual over a set X of propositional atoms, the logical constants and ⊥ (denoting true and false, respectively), and the standard logical connectives ∧, ∨, →, and ¬ (denoting conjunction, disjunction, implication, and negation, respectively). A literal is an atom x ∈ X or its negation ¬x. A clause C is a set of literals interpreted as a disjunction. A cube is the negation of a clause.
First-Order Logic. The logical connectives from propositional logic carry over into first-order logic. First-order terms are constructed as usual over a set of variables V , functions, and constant symbols. An atom in first-order logic is a predicate symbol applied to a tuple of terms.
Semantics and Satisfiability. A model of a formula consists of a non-empty domain and an interpretation that assigns a denotation to the predicate, function, and constant symbols. A formula is satisfiable if there is some model under which it is true, and unsatisfiable otherwise. A formula F implies another formula G, denoted F ⇒ G, if every model of F is a model of G. Given a conjunction, an unsatisfiable core is a subset of the conjuncts that is unsatisfiable.
Theories. A first-order theory is defined by a signature, which is a fixed set of function and predicate symbols, and a set of axioms restricting the models under consideration to those that satisfy the axioms. Symbols that do not occur in the axioms are called uninterpreted and interpreted otherwise. Quantifier free linear arithmetic (QFLIA/QFLRA) is the theory for the first order language over the functions +, −, the predicates < and =, and the constants 0, 1, . . . interpreted over either the integers Z or the rational numbers Q.
Transition Systems. Let X be a fixed set of uninterpreted symbols representing the state variables or registers (in either propositional or first-order logic). A state s is an interpretation mapping X to elements of the domain. The symbolic representation of the state s is a cube that is true under s but false in all other states. Depending on the context, s may denote a state or its symbolic counterpart. A formula represents the set of states in which it evaluates to true. I(X) and P (X) are used to represent the initial and the safe states of a transition system, respectively. Given X, let X be a corresponding set of primed symbols, and let A be the formula obtained by replacing the symbols X in a formula A with the corresponding symbols in X . Z is a set of symbols used to encode primary inputs (which may be introduced to "determinize" a non-deterministic choice). A transition relation T : (X ∪ Z) × X associates states s to their successor states t under an input assignment z.
A formula S (representing a set of states) satisfies consecution if S ∧ T ⇒ S . S satisfies consecution relative to a formula G if G ∧ S ∧ T ⇒ S . A formula S satisfies initiation if I ⇒ S, i.e., if the corresponding set of states contains all initial states.
IC3 for Finite State Transition Systems
IC3 maintains a growing sequence of frames F 0 (X), . . . , F k (X) satisfying the four invariants to the right. Each frame F i over-approximates the states reachable from I in i or fewer steps (due to invariants 1, 2, and 4).
IC3 aims at finding either a counterexample to safety or an inductive invariant F i such that F i ⇔ F i+1 for some level 0 ≤ i < k. Until this goal is reached, the algorithm alternates between two phases:
-If no bad state is reachable from the frontier F k (i.e., F k ∧ T ⇒ P ), then k is increased, and the new frontier is initialized to P . Furthermore, consecution is checked for each clause in each frame, and passing clauses are pushed forward. Otherwise, IC3 adds a ¬P -predecessor s as proof obligation s, k−1 . -IC3 processes a queue of proof obligations s, i , attempting to prove that the state s that is backwards reachable from ¬P is unreachable from F i . This attempt succeeds if IC3 finds a clause c ⊆ ¬s satisfying consecution relative to F i (i.e., F i ∧ c ∧ T ⇒ c ), in which case the frames F 1 , . . . , F i+1 are strengthened by adding c. 4 Otherwise, the failed consecution query reveals a predecessor t of s. If i = 0 and t ∧ I is satisfiable, then t provides the initial state of a counterexample. Otherwise, a new proof obligation t, i − 1 is added. For a more detailed introduction to IC3, the reader is referred to [10, 11] . Proof obligations are the focus of the extension of IC3 to infinite state transition systems, presented in the next section.
CTIGAR
CTIGAR is the natural abstraction-refinement extension of IC3 to infinite state systems. Not only does much of the algorithmic flow remain the same, but the extra abstraction-refinement machinery follows IC3 in spirit: it performs onestep incremental refinements in response to CTIs. This section presents CTIGAR within the known framework of IC3, first expanding IC3 concepts as necessary, then presenting CTIGAR's handling of extended proof obligations, and finally discussing when and how domain refinement is accomplished.
CTIGAR Extensions of IC3 Concepts
Concrete counterexample to induction (CTI). Central to IC3 is the evaluation of many consecution queries. Each has the form F i ∧ ¬s ∧ T ⇒ ¬s and tests for the inductiveness of formula ¬s relative to frame F i . When the query is not valid, the counterexample reveals a predecessor, t, of s. CTI t explains why s is not inductive relative to F i : t can reach s, and it is not known to be unreachable within i steps. A CTI can be expressed in any theory as a conjunction of equations between state variables and values. In CTIGAR, t is called a concrete CTI to distinguish it from an abstract CTI, introduced next.
Abstract CTI. As in standard predicate abstraction, the abstraction domain is a set of first-order atoms X over state variables V . An abstract CTIŝ = α(s) corresponding to a given concrete CTI s is an over-approximation of s that is expressed as a Boolean combination of the predicates of the domain.
For a concrete state s that assigns values to every state variable in V , α(s) is a cube obtained by evaluating the atoms X over s, and it is the most precise abstraction. Expressing the most precise abstraction of a partial assignment requires, in general, a disjunction of cubes (obtained by an AllSAT query [34] ). However, a "best effort" cube abstract CTI can be derived more simply by including only first-order literals that are equivalent to under the partial assignment. The latter abstraction method is used in this work.
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For example, consider concrete CTI s : x = 1 ∧ y = −1 ∧ z = 0 and abstract domain {x < y, x < z}. The corresponding abstract CTI isŝ : ¬(x < y) ∧ ¬(x < z). If w were also a state variable, making s partial, and the domain were to include the predicate y < w, then the abstract CTI would remain the same: y < w is equivalent to neither nor ⊥ under the partial assignment s.
Lifted CTI. A failed consecution query F i ∧ ¬t ∧ T ⇒ ¬t reveals a concrete CTI s as well as an assignment z to the primary inputs. "Lifting" the full assignment s to a partial one is an important generalization mechanism in state-of-the-art IC3 implementations. In the original paper on IC3, static lifting was accomplished by considering the k-step cone of influence [10] ; a dynamic approach [24] ; and a SAT-based approach was described in [15] . The SAT-based approach extends to the theory setting in a straightforward manner and is thus appropriate for CTIGAR. The lifting query takes the form s ∧ z ∧ T ∧ ¬t , which asks whether an s-state has a successor other than t under input assignment z. Since this is not the case by construction, the query yields an unsatisfiable core that typically reveals a significantly reduced partial assignment that can replace s.
Assuming that T is total, lifting the concrete CTI always succeeds. However, in CTIGAR it is the abstract CTI rather than the concrete CTI that is important. In the corresponding queryŝ ∧ z ∧ T ∧ ¬t , the abstract stateŝ replaces s. If this query is unsatisfiable, bothŝ and the lifted abstract state revealed by the unsatisfiable core constitute an underapproximate preimage of the successor CTI. The query, however, may be satisfiable, sinceŝ over-approximates s and may therefore include states that transition to ¬t-states under input assignment z in addition to those-s at minimum-that transition to t-states. Failed lifting may eventually result in a spurious CTI, as discussed in Section 3.2 below.
The CTIGAR Flow
IC3 with CTIGAR is, as in propositional IC3, centered around the handling of proof obligations in lowest-frame-first order. Recall from Sections 2.2 and 3.1 that two types of queries are performed in relation to proof obligation s, i :
A lifting query u∧z ∧T ⇒ t is performed to eliminate non-essential symbols from the original predecessor cube u to obtain cube s. A consecution query F i ∧ ¬s ∧ T ⇒ ¬s tests if ¬s is inductive relative to F i .
-If it succeeds, the argument is generalized to produce a stronger clause c ⊆ ¬s that is inductive relative to F i . -If it fails, the assignment to unprimed state variables provides a CTI v, which is lifted to cube t ⊆ v and enqueued as proof obligation t, i − 1 .
Abstraction failures. The presence of abstract states complicates the situation in the sense that the following abstraction failures may arise:
Lifting Abstraction Failure (LAF). The formulaŝ ∧ z ∧ T ∧ ¬t is satisfiable, i.e.,ŝ contains at least one concrete state that has a successor outside oft under the inputs z, as indicated in Figure 1(a) . Consecution Abstraction Failure (CAF). The formula F i ∧ ¬ŝ ∧ T ∧ŝ is satisfiable when F i ∧ ¬s ∧ T ∧ s is not. In this setting, F i contains at least one concrete state t outsideŝ which has successor(s) inŝ that are not s, as illustrated in Figure 1(b) . The transition from t toŝ is spurious: ¬s is strong enough to be relatively inductive, while ¬ŝ is not.
Proof Obligations. In CTIGAR, the components of a proof obligation reflect the possibility of abstraction failures. A proof obligation ŝ, [s, ] i, n comprises: -an abstract CTIŝ (reduced from α(s) if abstract lifting succeeded); -an optional concrete CTI s present if an LAF occurred; -the frame index i, as in propositional IC3; -the number n of spurious transitions encountered along the trace.
A trace is a sequence of proof obligations in which the last element is a CTI to the property P ; and for each two consecutive elements, the CTI of the first element stems from a failed consecution query of the second. In this context, t a denotes a CTI derived from the unprimed state variables V of a failed abstract consecution query F i ∧ ¬ŝ ∧ T ∧ŝ , and t c a CTI derived from a failed concrete consecution query
The concrete CTI s is not included if abstract lifting succeeds because the lifted abstract CTIŝ describes only states that transition into the successor. In other words, the lifted abstract cubeŝ is as good as s in a concrete counterexample trace when abstract lifting succeeds.
Because of the possibility of abstraction failures when lifting (LAF) or testing consecution (CAF), the operations of lifting to construct a new proof obligation and of handling a proof obligation are tightly coupled:
Lifting in CTIGAR. Let s be either the concrete CTI s a , derived via a failed abstract consecution query, or s c , derived via a failed concrete consecution query. The cube t (t, respectively), represents the successor of s, and z describes the primary input assignment from the failed query. The new proof obligation is constructed as follows:
1. Construct the abstract CTIŝ = α(s); 
Perform abstract lifting via the query
Case 2b indicates the occurrence of an LAF, which will be discussed in Section 3.3. Analogously to propositional IC3, CTIGAR uses consecution queries to discharge proof obligations.
Consecution in CTIGAR.
Let ŝ, [s, ] i, n be an extended proof obligation. A failure of consecution when i = 0 indicates a counterexample trace. This situation is addressed in Section 3.3. Consecution is checked as follows:
Abstract consecution is checked via the query F i ∧ ¬ŝ ∧ T ⇒ ¬ŝ ;
1. if consecution succeeds, an SMT solver is used to generalizeŝ in standard IC3 fashion ( [28, 12] ), resulting in a clause c ⊆ ¬ŝ that is inductive relative to F i . 2. if consecution fails, the CTI t a is extracted; (a) if concrete CTI s is present, then concrete consecution is checked via the query F i ∧ ¬s ∧ T ⇒ ¬s ; i. if concrete consecution succeeds, then t a triggers a new proof obligation (see )-this situation constitutes a CAF; ii. if concrete consecution fails, CTI t c is extracted, and t c triggers a new proof obligation (see ). (b) if s is absent, then t a is not spurious, and t a triggers a new proof obligation (see ).
The CAF in step 2(a)i is addressed Section 3.3. Table 1 summarizes the scenarios that can arise in CTIGAR.
The following section addresses abstraction lifting (LAF) and consecution (CAF) failures and counterexample traces.
Refinement
During lifting and the handling of proof obligations in Section 3.2, abstraction failures of type LAF or CAF may occur. This section presents a range of refinement strategies to address these failures. CTIGAR can react to LAFs and CAFs eagerly (immediately when they occur), lazily, or on a spectrum in between. In the latter two cases, refinement is postponed until a possible counterexample trace is discovered (which cannot be ignored), or until the number of spurious transitions exceeds a threshold.
Refinement can take many forms depending on the abstract domain. In the context of predicate abstraction, Craig interpolation [21, 36] (popularized by [29] ) is widely used to obtain refinement predicates. An interpolant for a pair of formulas (A, B) , where A ⇒ B is valid, is a formula J whose uninterpreted symbols occur in both A and B, such that A ⇒ J and J ⇒ B. Interpolants always exist in first-order logic, and efficient interpolating decision procedures are available for a wide range of theories (e.g., [13, 22] ).
Lifting refinement. Recall from Section 3.2 (Figure 1(a) ) that an LAF arises when the domain is too weak for abstract lifting. An LAF occurs when s∧z∧T ⇒ t holds, where t is the successor of s and z is the assignment to the inputs, whilê s ∧ z ∧ T ⇒ t fails. Refinement ensures that the lifting query will succeed for the newly computed abstractionŝ. When interpolation is possible, one can extract from the valid query s ∧ z ∧ T ⇒ t an interpolant R:
The conjuncts of the formula R are added as first-order atoms to the abstract domain. Since s ⇒ R, the new precise abstraction of s isŝ ∧ R, whereŝ is the old abstraction of s. Furthermore, because R ⇒ (z ∧ T → t ), the new abstract lifting query (ŝ ∧ R) ∧ z ∧ T ⇒ t is valid. Abstract lifting succeeds in the refined domain, thus eliminating this particular LAF.
Consecution refinement. Recall from Section 3.2 that a CAF introduces a spurious transition (Figure 1(b) ). In other words, the abstract domain is too weak for ¬ŝ to be relatively inductive even though ¬s is. A CAF occurs when F i ∧ ¬s ∧ T ⇒ ¬s holds but F i ∧ ¬ŝ ∧ T ⇒ ¬ŝ fails. Refinement ensures that the abstract consecution query will succeed for the newly computed abstractionŝ. When interpolation is possible, one can extract from the valid query F i ∧¬s∧T ⇒ ¬s an interpolant R:
The formula ¬R is added to the abstract domain. Since R ⇒ ¬s , s ⇒ ¬R, so that the new cube abstraction of s isŝ ∧ ¬R, whereŝ is the old abstraction of s. Furthermore, because s ⇒ŝ ∧ ¬R,
so that the new abstract consecution query
is valid. Under the refined domain, abstract consecution thus succeeds, eliminating this particular CAF.
Fig. 2: Lazy refinement of abstraction failures
Eager and Lazy Refinement. In the flow described in Section 3.2, CAFs merely trigger an incrementation of the spurious transition count (STC). When a potential new obligation's STC reaches some threshold controlling the degree of laziness, a consecution refinement is triggered. The STC indicates the number of spurious transitions on the trace rooted at that obligation. In this setting, a refinement can be triggered for four reasons:
-A counterexample trace is discovered, but the trace has at least one CAF anywhere (Figure 2(b) ), triggering a consecution refinement.
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-A CTI s is disjoint from the initial states I, its abstractionŝ is not, and abstract lifting fails (a LAF). This situation triggers a lifting refinement. -An obligation's STC reaches a threshold, triggering either a consecution refinement or a lifting refinement.
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-The trace rooted at an obligation has reached a threshold number of LAFs (Figure 2(a) ), triggering a lifting refinement.
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Any (even multiple) CAF or LAF points can be analyzed during refinement. Addressing any one blocks the current arrangement of the obligation queue.
Implementation and Experimental Evaluation
Implementation
The experimental evaluation in this section is performed using a prototype of CTIGAR based on the IC3 reference implementation [8] . It uses linear integer arithmetic as the background theory and a combination of MathSAT 5 [2] and Z3 [22] as SMT solvers. The implementation includes a simple ANTLR 4 [39] parser that does not perform any optimizations at all on the resulting control flow graphs.
Abstract Domain. The abstract domain is initialized with the the atom I (encoding the initial program location), and inequalities of the form x < y for all pairs of program variables x, y; additionally, the initial domain is enriched according to the equations discovered by a Karr analysis [32, 38] of the whole program. Refinement predicates of the form i b i x i = c are replaced by i b i x i ≤ c and i b i x i ≥ c, and conjunctions are split into their arguments. Interpolants used for refinement are usually conjunctions in practice. Otherwise, the entire interpolant can be treated as a new predicate; additionally, atoms can be extracted and added as predicates as well.
Refinement State Mining. Orthogonal to interpolation-based refinement, refinement state mining (RSM) is a predicate discovery scheme deriving linear equalities from CTIs. The concrete cubes encountered in lifting and consecution queries are partitioned into sets S l according to their program location l (represented by dedicated program counter variable pc). If the size of an S l exceeds a threshold, a solver is deployed to discover a linear equality k b k x k = c (where all b k and c are coefficients, and x k are program variables in S l ) covering as many states in S l as possible while minimizing the number of coefficients that are zero. If the query succeeds, the covered states are removed from S l and the resulting predicate is added to the abstract domain.
Similar to the Daikon tool [25] , the discovered predicates are not necessarily invariants or guaranteed to eliminate spurious CTIs. Alternatively, invariant finding algorithms such as the one described in [40] could be used.
Benchmarking
The prototype CTIGAR implementation was run on a collection of 110 linear integer arithmetic benchmarks from various sources: The InvGen benchmark suite as found in [27] , the Dagger benchmarks suite as found in [26] , and the benchmark suite as found in [1] . Duplicates were only run once. Some benchmarks were omitted from this collection. The benchmarks crawl cbomb.c, fragtest.c, linpack.c, SpamAssassin-loop*.c and p*-*.c contain pointers or other C constructs that the prototype does not handle. The benchmarks half.c, heapsort*.c, and id trans.c contain truncating integer divisions, which the prototype does not handle. The benchmarks puzzle1.c, sort instrumented.c, and test.c do not contain assert statements. The benchmarks spin*.c rely on functions that provide mutex functionality, which the prototype does not handle. All benchmarks are safe.
Evaluation Configurations
CTIGAR was run in multiple configurations. All configurations that use lazy refinement permit at most three spurious transitions in a single trace to the error. We chose 3 based on a manual analysis: three spurious transitions seem sufficient for lazy refinement while avoiding long irrelevant trace postfixes. These versions of the prototype implementation of CTIGAR were compared against CPAChecker [6] , the winner of the second software verification competition. The last column in Table 2 refers to the performance of CPAChecker in its competition configuration: config/sv-comp13--combinations-predicate.properties.
The measurements were performed on AMD Opteron(TM) 6272 CPUs at 2100 MHz. No memory threshold was set. The timeout set for the benchmarks was 1200 seconds, wall time. However, if CTIGAR or CPAChecker did not run into the timeout, the run time is reported in the operating systems's user mode used for the benchmark, which is more accurate than the wall time.
Discussion of Runtime Results
All configurations solved substantially more benchmarks than CPAChecker.
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CPAChecker was typically faster on benchmarks that were solved by both the prototype CTIGAR implementation and CPAChecker. However, there were 16-20 benchmarks in each configuration that were solved faster by our prototype.
The consecution refinement strategies proved be be somewhat more successful and faster than the lifting refinement strategies. In general, lazy refinement strategies seem to be slightly more successful than eager refinement strategies.
Deploying the interpolation procedure presented in [1] increased the computational overhead of interpolation while not providing measurable improvement of the abstract domain.
9 CPAChecker returned UNSAFE on MADWiFi-encode ie ok.c, but it assigns noninteger values to some integer variables in its error path assignment. A manual inspection of the benchmark reveals that it is in fact safe; nonetheless, the benchmark is counted as solved by CPAChecker. In addition to the 64 solved benchmarks, CPAChecker returned with the message Analysis incomplete: no errors found, but not everything could be checked. on 16 benchmarks. Figure 3 to the right presents a comparison of the number of predicates in the abstraction domain vs. the runtime for all terminating instances across all configurations in a log-log-plot. It shows that performance only degrades polynomially with the number of predicates in the domain rather than exponentially. Figure 4 (a) depicts the percentage of successful abstract lifting calls across different configurations (both in consecution and lifting refinement). Abstract lifting succeeds in around 60% to 80% of all cases, providing CTIs that are underapproximate preimages. As evident from Figure 4 (b), the best configurations (notably CAL) do not immediately address lifting failures but instead lazily proceed with abstract CTIs that do not underapproximate preimages. Strictly using underapproximate preimages is, apparently, not essential. This observation contrasts with previous approaches [16, 31] . The experiments also show that a large portion of abstract CTIs are not underapproximate preimages yet are successfully generalized and eliminated, avoiding the cost of computing non-trivial underapproximate preimages. 
Related Work
Since the inception of the original IC3 [10, 9] numerous attempts have been made to lift the approach to richer logics and infinite domains. Welp and Kühlmann [42] propose interval simulation as a means of generalizing proof obligations in the domain of bit-vectors. Refinement is not required in this setting, as intervals approximate values in the finite concrete domain conservatively. The same holds for region abstraction applied in the context of timed systems [33] . A more general approach applicable to infinite state transition systems and a wider set of theories is to replace the SAT engine underlying IC3 with an SMT solver. In an attempt to avoid a diverging sequence of proof obligations in the infinite concrete domain, Cimatti and Griggio [16] suggest a non-trivial under-approximation of the pre-image (an effort countermanded by the subsequent generalization step). To avert the overhead of the pre-image computation, the algorithm in [16] relies on the Lazy Abstraction with Interpolants (LAwI) refinement scheme [37] as long as the resulting interpolants can be converted into clausal form efficiently, effectively using IC3 as a fallback only.
An inherent drawback of the path-wise unwinding deployed in [16] is that the generalized clauses are not relatively inductive. A recent follow-up publication [17] therefore uses a monolithic transition relation (previously dismissed as inefficient in [16] ), replacing the pre-image computation with (implicit) predicate abstraction. Unlike in CTIGAR, refinement is triggered by an abstract coun-terexample trace and based on an unwinding of the transition relation. Hoder and Bjørner [31] uses Horn clauses to represent recursive predicate transformers. Proof obligations are generalized using a specialized interpolation procedure for linear arithmetic. Effectively, this amounts to an eager refinement step potentially introducing new literals that are linear combinations of the atoms in the consecution query. Vizel et al. [41] implement lazy abstraction for finite state systems by projecting the frames to a sequence of variable sets (of monotonically increasing size), which are refined if a spurious counterexample trace is found.
The following discussion represents an attempt to put CTIGAR into a broader context. Unlike CTIGAR, conventional predicate abstraction tools [4, 20] construct an explicit abstract transition relation. Most of these tools, however, use Cartesian abstraction rather than computing the most precise abstraction [5] and refine spurious abstract transitions using a focus operation [3] . SatAbs [20] in particular prioritizes transition refinement (triggered by a spurious abstract counterexample trace) over refining the abstract domain, resulting in a succession of relatively simple single-step SAT queries. In contrast, CTIGAR, following IC3, strengthens frames (rather than the abstract transition relation) using singlestep consecution queries triggered by single states, and only refines the domain in case of abstraction failures. CTIGAR as well as [17] deploy implicit predicate abstraction. Similarly, lazy abstraction [30, 37] does not maintain an explicit abstract transition relation, but uses traces and sequence interpolation to refine the safely reachable states. The fact that CTIGAR derives interpolants from single transition steps instead may have advantages beyond the resulting simplicity of the SMT queries: Cabodi's work suggests that-at least in the propositional case-sequential interpolation is inferior to standard interpolation [14] .
Conclusion
The impact of using abstract CTIs on lifting and consecution queries is inevitable: abstraction introduces spurious transitions. Focusing on that impact within the IC3 algorithm, rather than outside of it, naturally leads to a CTI-guided, rather than a counterexample trace-guided, abstraction-refinement scheme-CTIGAR rather than CEGAR. The potential benefits of CTIGAR over CEGAR are obvious: faster and more focused refinement triggers, explicit states for state-mining-based predicate synthesis, and one-step interpolation queries for interpolation-based refinement. More broadly, CTIGAR continues the trend started by IC3 of focusing on individual states and single-step queries instead of traces and multi-step queries (BMC and its derivatives).
The prototype implementation of CTIGAR performs competitively against a state-of-the-art CEGAR-based tool in terms of number of solved benchmarks, confirming its potential. Results vary but are robust across parameter settings: lazy vs. eager, lifting-vs. consecution-based refinement. It is expected that further experience with CTIGAR will reveal implementation techniques that close the performance gap between our CTIGAR prototype implementation and welltuned checkers like CPAChecker.
